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Abstract. The conflict in the continental shelf in Ambalat’s Zone between Indonesia and Malaysia 

always end up with miserable deadlocks and legal uncertainty. The concentration of the offering 

solution only focuses on the aspect of sovereignty but does not criticize or highlighting the 

regulatory aspect regarding natural resources and biodiversity. Based on UNCLOS 1982, the 
coastal State has the right to enforce its authority on the continental shelf and this is implying that 

everything contained instead of them including natural resources, can be claimed by the coastal 

State itself. The Ambalat case is a very complex issue to be studied in this journal, where the 

continental shelf is claimed by two coastal states: Indonesia and Malaysia. Some previous research 
only emphasized ‘unsettled dispute settlement’ without providing legal certainty in the form of 

clear regulations regarding the existence and the regulation of natural resources on the continental 

shelf. This opens the Pandora's box whether the management of natural resources can be managed 

independently by their respective coastal states or joint sharing. The results of the study of this 

article is criticize and provide an option in the form of legal construction of how should or ideally 

legal policies regarding the regulation of natural resources on the continental shelf are full of 
potential conflicts (with special conditions). 

  

1. Introduction.  

The sea and the riches of the sea contained therein are a valuable natural heritage that a country can have. 
Natural resources and energy from marine resources can support a country's economy. For a long time, 

claims of inter-state maritime territories bordering one another often occur. This claim conflict is because 

the region deviates from its abundant reserves of natural resources and energy that can bring prosperity to 

the countries that dominate it. The Sulawesi Sea Region holds abundant marine wealth. In sea beds and 

subsoils, there are abundant reserves of gas and oil, and in water areas, there are diverse natural resources. 
However, the higher amounts of the potential of marine natural resources, the higher the potential risk of 

claim conflict to posse this area. 

The conflict between Indonesia and Malaysia regarding ownership of islands in the Sulawesi Sea region 

has started since the 1990s. This conflict originated from a conflict of ownership claims over two small 
islands. They are the Sipadan and Ligitan islands. In 1996, Indonesia and Malaysia agreed to take the case 

to the International Court of Justice (ICJ). In 2002 the ICJ decided that the islands of Sipadan and Ligitan 

belonged to Malaysia. 

The Sipadan and Ligitan Conflicts have the potential for regional conflicts which are close to the two 

islands, namely Ambalat Block. Malaysia's Sipadan Ligitan Island, which is legally owned by Malaysia, is 
claimed to be the basis for expanding the jurisdiction of Ambalat Block. This claim means that Ambalat 

Block is included in the ZEE and Continental Shelf regimes of Malaysia by drawing the archipelagic 

baselines from Sipadan and Ligitan islands, this could be seen from the New Map made by Malaysia without 
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Serious gaming for port development as a learning tool: a case 
study of port constructor 
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Abstract. Ports play an essential role in nation’s economic growth by fostering trade and 
development. Making a master plan for port development includes several actions that need to 
be taken before a final master plan is decided. Implementing such actions in a real situation as a 
try out for port development will result in time and financial loss, not to mention the effect to the 
environment and availability of space. Port Constructor is introduced last year as the newest tool 
to simulate all the planning and development process of a port and see the result of every action 
in relatively short time. Port Constructor is a serious game, it looks like a game, but it also has a 
learning objective that needs to be achieved. The primary function of this game is that players 
can take several actions, undertake tasks, and experience situations which would be impossible 
to be tried in a real life situation. In addition, Port Constructor allows players to have a position 
as a port planner and developer, which may not be possible in reality, and experience a real 
situation within a short period of time. By developing their own port scenario (or real-port 
scenario) in the Port Constructor, the player will have a real experience as a port planner. This 
study was conducted to assess the Port Constructor game as a learning tool in port planning and 
development both for student and more experienced port developers. Furthermore, this study 
also provides a way of developing scenarios inside the Port Constructor game as well as ensuring 
that the aim of this game can be achieved by doing a game session together with students and 
professionals participants. The game sessions were held to prove the playability of the game as 
a single-player and multi-player game. Resulting in a better outcome when the game played as a 
multi-player game because players can have a discussion before deciding the next actions that 
they will take. Examples of several port layouts are provided to prove the flexibility of this game 
that can be used to accommodate uncertainty of port development when using in the future. In 
conclusion, developers believe that Port Constructor can be a useful instrument for the learning 
process of people at the educational level as well as for port developers on their port planning 
course and project.  
 

 
 

1.  Introduction 
1.1.  General Background 
During recent years, the expansion of global trade has led to an increase of vessel sizes, and the demand 
to build new port infrastructure or manage existing facilities that will reflect on growing wealth 
worldwide. Usually, an extension of a new port only focuses on increasing the capacity of an existing 
port (Schipper et al., 2015). Planning a port is a multidisciplinary work supported by various fields of 
expertise, such as oceanographer, safety and logistic, shipping, economic, and nautical engineering 
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